Brand-funded Election Disinformation: A GDI Primer for the US 2020 Elections
Ad services on nearly 200 sites are making US$1 mn/month in ad revenues from electoral disinformation content.

And just FIVE sites are earning over 70% of this money:
These conspiracies form part of a broader disinformation landscape around the US elections.

These narratives are being framed around or within stories.

Figure produced by the Global Disinformation Index
GDI has studied a selection of popular brand ads appearing on US election disinformation on the five top traffic sites carrying this content

Conspiracy theories include:

- Political parties are actively buying votes.
- Party-linked groups planning electoral violence.
- Parties are actively disrupting mail-in ballot processes.
- Candidates are calling for violence.
- Candidates are unfit and too old to hold office.
Sample of popular brands funding these stories:
SquareSpace and Univ. of Wisconsin ads delivered by Google
Push for Mail-In Balloting During Pandemic Is Partisan and Political, Experts Say
Tory Burch ad delivered by Google

This is totally illegal. Hope that the U.S. Attorney in Minnesota has this, and other of her many misdeeds, under serious review??? If not, why not??? We will win Minnesota because of her, and law enforcement. Saved Minneapolis & Iron O Range!

James O’Keefe of the conservative media platform Project Veritas over the weekend claimed that supporters of Democratic congresswoman Ilhan Omar, central to her political base in Minnesota, illegally harvested ballots during a recent Minneapolis City Council election.

President Donald Trump took to Twitter in the early hours of Monday demanding that the Justice Department look into Democrat Rep. Ilhan Omar of Minneapolis for alleged “ballot harvesting”.

In a new series of investigative reports, Project Veritas’ undercover team has claimed there is a ballot harvesting scheme involving what has been referred to as the Ilhan Omar “political machine”.

A former campaign worker said the representatives’ team of allies and associates have turned voter fraud into a well established and coordinated process for application, registering, and subsequent tracking of the harvested ballots from collection to delivery to the polls.
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UPS and Harvard Business ads delivered by Google

Trump Calls for Probe Into Ilhan Omar Following Report of Her Allies 'Illegally Harvesting Ballots'

James O’Keefe of the conservative media platform Project Veritas over the weekend claimed that supporters of Democratic congresswoman Ilhan Omar, central to her political base in Minnesota, illegally harvested ballots during a recent Minneapolis City Council election.

President Donald Trump took to Twitter in the early hours of Monday demanding that the Justice Department look into Democratic Rep. Ilhan Omar of Minnesota for alleged “ballot harvesting.”

Donald J. Trump
@realdonaldtrump
This is totally illegal. Hope that the U.S. Attorney in Minnesota has this, and other of her many misdeeds, under serious review??? If not, why not??? We will win Minnesota because of her, and law enforcement. Saved Minneapolis & Iron O Range!

Brettbert News
@BrettbertNews
Project Veritas has released the results of an investigation into alleged ballot harvesting by supporters of Democrat Rep. Ilhan Omar in Minnesota, a key swing state in the 2020 presidential election. trib.al/cN10mMK
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This is literally illegal. More that the U.S. Attorney in Minnesota has this.
Mail-in Voting Leaves Window for 'Significant Fraud' & 'Logistical Challenges', Observers Say
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Election officials in nearly all US states were warned by the US Postal Service officials back in July about possible delays resulting from voting via mail-in ballots, according to documents published last week. More American states are now moving to either introduce universal vote-by-mail or ease restrictions associated with absentee voting.

US President Donald Trump reiterated his harsh remarks on Saturday towards the universal mail-in-voting system that has been introduced in nine American states now, with California, Vermont, New Jersey and Nevada, recently joining the ranks.

For the president, who indicated his support for “absentee balloting”, which requires a request for a ballot in advance, the universal mail-in ballot system, where ballots are sent to all registered voters automatically, looked “catastrophic”.

“It’s going to make our country a laughing stock all over the world”, the president said on Saturday.

His comments come following the news that the US Postal Service (USPS) previously warned election officials in 46 American states, including those in such heated battleground states as Pennsylvania, Michigan, Florida and Nevada, that there were risks that not all of their votes would be received by Election Day. But several other
Donald Trump is completely right about mail-in ballots - they are the easiest route to a RIGGED ELECTION
The elite say too much democracy is undemocratic, but they just want to stop the ‘wrong sort of people’ winning elections

Frank Furedi
is an author and social commentator. He is an emeritus professor of sociology at the University of Kent in Canterbury. Author of How Fear Works: The Culture of Fear in the 21st Century. Follow him on Twitter @FurediStyle

7 Oct, 2020 15:24
Wayne Dupree: Oops! Kamala’s ‘Harris Administration’ gaffe has revealed the Democrats’ true plans

15 Sep, 2020 15:48
Watch—‘Guillotines Motherf*ck*r’: Colorado Dem operative reveals violent agenda should Trump win

It’s truly killing random Nazis in the street, random f**king bootlickers.

Should the situation escalate into outright civil war, Jacks spoke of the need to recruit military veterans to fight for the left.

“Well, when it comes to civil war, violence type stuff there’s always military guys, like former guys that stand up for the right thing—when that time comes, then we gotta get some of those type people involved,” he said.

Specifically, to really “change the country with violence,” Jacks said it would be necessary for revolutionaries to target billionaires for assassination.
Bloomberg News ad delivered by Google
Rioters Were Smashing Home Windows as Kamala Harris Praised Their Movement

Here's What This BLM Crowd Was Doing as Kamala Harris Praised...

By Jared Harris
Published October 8, 2020 at 12:08pm

As Democratic vice presidential candidate Sen. Kamala Harris heaped praise on "peaceful" protesters who demonstrated against law enforcement in the wake of several high-profile police-involved shootings and deaths, more-violent activists were busy breaking home windows and terrorizing residential streets.

Harris' praise came Wednesday night as she faced off against Vice President Mike Pence in a debate at the University of Utah in Salt Lake City.
This Isn't Normal: Joe Biden Declares He's 'Running as a Proud Democrat for the Senate'

By Kipp Jones
Published October 12, 2020

In an impassioned declaration, the soon-to-be-78-year-old made a head-scratching statement.
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